
Ronaldo avoids
jail but hit by
hefty fine for tax
fraud in Spain
MADRID: Cristiano Ronaldo avoided jail
yesterday but was ordered by a Spanish
court to pay 3.57 million euros ($4.1 million)
for committing tax fraud when he was at
Real Madrid. The court sentenced him to a
two-year jail sentence that it immediately
reduced to a fine of 365,000 euros, which
adds on to another penalty of 3.2 million
euros, the sentence read.

A court spokesman said he did not know
whether this would be added on to the 18.8
million euros that Ronaldo had agreed to
pay Spain’s taxman under a deal reached in
June with the player’s lawyers. Ronaldo,
who last year joined Italian champions
Juventus, returned to Madrid for a brief
court appearance which lasted around 40
minutes as the deal was officially presented
to the judge.

“I am very well,” the five-time Ballon
d’Or winner told the crowd of reporters
gathered outside of the court in northeast-
ern Madrid as he left the hearing. He
signed a few autographs before leaving in
a black van.

The presiding judge refused the player’s
request to appear by video or to enter the
building by car to avoid the spotlight.
Ronaldo, 33, smiled broadly as he arrived at

the court dressed in black trousers, a black
turtleneck and dark sunglasses, holding
hands with his girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez.

He had played for Juventus on Monday
night, missing a penalty as the Italian
league leaders eased past bottom club
Chievo 3-0. Madrid prosecutors opened a
probe into Ronaldo in June 2017 and he
was questioned in July that same year.

“I have never hidden anything, nor have I
had the intention of evading taxes,” he told
the court then, according to a statement
from the sports agency which represents
him, Gestifute. Prosecutors accuse him of
having used companies in low-tax foreign
jurisdictions-notably the British Virgin
Islands and Ireland-to avoid paying the tax
due in Spain on payments for his image
rights between 2011 and 2014. — AFP
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Stunning goal sends Qatar into quarters
ABU DHABI: Qatar wrestled their way past Iraq into
the quarter-finals of the Asian Cup yesterday when a
stunning free kick from the son of a former Iraqi inter-
national gave them a 1-0 victory at Al Nahyan Stadium.

Defender Bassam Al-Rawi, whose father Hisham
played for Iraq in the 1990s, found the net in the 62nd
minute to decide a scrappy contest in favour of the
2022 World Cup hosts and set up a date with South
Korea across town at Zayed Sports City on Friday.

Iraq, the 2007 champions, gave their all but paid the
price for failing to take their chances and departed the
continental tournament before the quarter-final stage
for the first time since 1972.

Because of the current political and economic rift
between the United Arab Emirates and Qatar, Iraq
were cheered on by a noisy majority of the 14,000
crowd in the boutique ground, with barely a handful
supporting the Maroons. Qatar, who scored 10 goals
and conceded none in the group stage, made the
brighter start and left back Abdelkarim Hassan hit the
bar in the fourth minute.

That was pretty much the extent of their threat on
goal until he had a shot deflected onto the post just
before the break, though, as the Qataris were muscled

out of the game in midfield.
Iraq fared little better at the other end with

Mohanad Ali having their best chance of breaking the
deadlock in the 23rd minute as the 2007 champions
started to make some progress with the ball over the
top of the Qatari defence.

The young striker raced through on goal but Saad Al
Sheeb bravely dived at his feet, with the goalkeeper
getting a boot to the face for his efforts. A defensive
error put Qatar winger Akram Afif through early in the
second half but his touch woefully betrayed him, and
the ball trickled harmlessly to Iraq keeper Jalal Hassan.

It was a foul on the dangerous Afif on the lefthand
corner of the box that led to the breakthrough just after
the hour mark, Bassam stepping up and curling the ball
over the wall and into the bottom left-hand corner of
the net.

The Qataris were charged with confidence by the
goal and poured forward to pepper Hassan’s goal with
shots in the next 10 minutes before Iraq regained their
grip on the midfield.

Iraq defender Ali Adnan went close to matching
Bassam’s effort from a free kick slightly further out in
the 78th minute and twice Iraqi forwards flashed head-

ers wide as they lay siege to the Qatar goal in the last
few minutes.

But the Qataris held them out to register a fourth
clean sheet in four matches at the tournament, almost
outnumbering their small band of fans when they cele-
brated with them at the end. 

Meanwhile, Kim Jin-su’s extra-time header took
South Korea past a stubborn Bahrain and into the quar-
ter-finals of the Asian Cup yesterday as Paulo Bento’s
side sealed a 2-1 win at Dubai’s Rashid Stadium.

The goal, scored in stoppage time of the first period
of extra time, earned Korea a barely deserved win after
Bahrain’s Mohamed Al Romaihi had earlier cancelled
out Hwang Hee-chan’s opener to take the game beyond
90 minutes.

Bento’s side will now face either Qatar or Iraq in the
last eight as the Koreans seek to win the title for the
first time since 1960. Victory came despite Korea mak-
ing a slow start and Miroslav Soukup’s Bahrain looked
the more likely to break the deadlock.

Mohamed Marhoon’s strike from distance flashed
just wide of Kim Seung-gyu’s goal with only four min-
utes on the clock and, midway through the half, the Al
Riffa midfielder skied his free kick from a similar dis-

tance over the bar. Korea grew more assertive and
delivered the opening goal two minutes before halftime,
with Tottenham Hotspur forward Son Heung-min heavi-
ly involved. The 27-year-old’s incisive ball out right
found Lee Yong and, while his low cross was parried by
Sayed Shubbar, the rebound fell to Hwang Hee-chan
who made no mistake from eight yards out.

The Koreans continued to press in the opening
exchanges of the second half, with Hwang Ui-jo’s
attempt blocked by Shubbar and Hwang In-beom
shooting over from outside the area. Jung Woo-young
then had his free kick deflected wide.

Soukup’s team were never overawed and, with 20
minutes remaining, Jamal Rashed’s curling effort looked
destined for the back of the net, only for goalkeeper
Kim Seung-gyu to steer the ball wide for a corner.

However, Bahrain were level seven minutes later
with Al Romaihi scoring from close range after Hong
Chul had slid in to keep out Mahdi Al Humaidan’s ini-
tial goal-bound effort. Hwang Ui-jo should have won it
for Korea three minutes into stoppage time when
Waleed Al Hayam’s poor back pass was intercepted
by the Gamba Osaka striker, but he slid his shot wide
of Shubbar’s goal. — Reuters

Extra-time winner takes Koreans past Bahrain

ABU DHABI: Iraq’s forward Mohanad Ali Kadhim Alshammari (R) collides with Qatar’s goalkeeper Saad Al Sheeb (L) during the 2019 AFC Asian Cup Round of 16 football match between Qatar and Iraq at the Al Nahyan Stadium in Abu
Dhabi yesterday. — AFP

MADRID: Juventus’ forward and former Real Madrid player Cristiano Ronaldo arrives with
his Spanish girlfriend Georgina Rodriguez to attend a court hearing for tax evasion in
Madrid yesterday. — AFP


